
ISSUE 10 

Mount Kelly’s Safeguarding Bulletin aims to provide parents and carers with the information needed to 
have informed and age-appropriate conversations with their children about potential risks in the wider 
world and online. This week’s bulletin is on the topic of smartphone tips for young people and advice for 
encouraging open discussions about online lives .  

 

One in three 8-year-olds in Britain own a smartphone and that proportion rises to more than 90% by the 
time children reach 12. This concerted increase – driven by factors both personal (blossoming                    
independence) and practical (transition to older year groups) – makes it all the more valuable for young 
people to know how to use such devices safely. 
  

Indeed, more than half of parents (52%) surveyed by Ofcom admitted to worrying about their child being 
bullied via their mobile phone – and with hazards like scams, screen addiction and inappropriate content to 
consider, that’s far from the only risk around. This week’s #WakeUpWednesday guide (page 2) pulls         
together some simple but solid smartphone safety tips.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Advice for encouraging open discussions about online lives 

Most parents frequently chat with their child about how things are going at school or what’s happening in 
their friendship groups – but those discussions often don’t extend to youngsters’ online activities. In fact, 
National Online Safety conducted a recent survey which found that only slightly more than half (54%) of 
parents regularly talk to their children about staying safe online.  

It can be an awkward topic to broach and, of course, it needs to not feel intrusive. However, just checking in 
with your child about their digital life can get them thinking about online safety and alert you to any issues 
they might be having. Page 3 of this bulletin has some useful tips on potential ways to start those conversa-
tions. 

In the guide you'll find a number of useful tips such as being as honest as possible, dis-

cussing how misleading the online world can be and creating a ‘family agreement’. 






